Empowering Women
for a Digital Economic
Transformation
There is no doubt that, we, as a society claim to
treat women with equality but the sad reality is
that women are often deprived of their basic
rights. Women have been contributing to
economies for centuries, whether in
businesses, on farms, as entrepreneurs or

Despite these circumstances,
whenever a woman
manages to step out of the
house to earn a living for herself, a crowd
belittling and criticizing her choices emerges
indenitely. The common phrase, “Log kia

employees, or by doing unpaid care work at
home. A disappointing fact, however, is that
they also remain disproportionately affected
by poverty, discrimination and exploitation.
Gender discrimination is faced by women
belonging to all segments of society. Women
have limited or no access to economic assets
including land and loans and therefore, limited
opportunities for participation in shaping
economic and social policies. Furthermore,
because women are occupied in the
household work, they often have little time left
to pursue economic opportunities.

kahien gai?” is what she will constantly hear.
Our society has restricted women to chores
and 'churiyan' (bangles). Often, women with
career ambitions are labelled as selsh and
seen as negligent of her core responsibilities
and rebellious of social norms. Working is seen
as abandonment of family and virtues for
women in the he same society which lauds
and applauds men for doing exactly that.
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Imagine you are handicapped and one of
your hand has stopped working, what would
you do? Would you rather sit there give up
entirely or make use of what you have?
Obviously, any sane person would choose the
latter. Similarly, whenever a stable household is
disturbed due to unemployment, women act
as the other hand. However, this option is
completely ignored or even suppressed.

To say it is important to educate and train
women to become economically
independent, would be an understatement, it
is the need of the hour. Investing in women
economic empowerment is a stepping stone
towards gender equality, poverty eradication
and inclusive economic growth. Women are
key agents for achieving the transformational
economic, environmental and social changes
required for sustainable development.

acquire the skills and
ambitions needed for them to
prosper in a more digital
based economy. This
integration from a mainly agricultural
economy to a more technology-based
economy has singlehandedly brought an
evolution in the world of business and most
companies have smoothly shifted to online
platforms. Success is now one click away.

It is necessary to push forward and navigate
new ideas to empower women of Pakistan
and to bridges the gap between the people of
Pakistan and evolving digital world. Youth
Empowerment Programme of UNDP hired
services of ECI for identication and facilitating
delivery of digiskills training and mentoring
services to 1600 aspiring entrepreneurs of Sindh
Baluchistan and KP. This programme
supported entrepreneurship and selfemployment interventions for young women,
transgenders and persons with disabilities, by
facilitating them to complete the online digital
skills training. The programme also aimed to
ensure that they are provided with enabling
environment and appropriate guidance
required to access knowledge that is available
through online digital skills modules offered by
IGNITE.

To empower women for economic
independence and to connect them to global
markets, ECI identied and selected the
women, facilitated their training and
,mentored them through a simple 7 step
course provided on 'Digiskills', a web based
platform which allows access to various
courses to people from the comfort of their
homes. Over a year, a total of 1753
participants (both men and women) were
trained and mentored under supervision of our
qualied staff and partner facilities. In Sindh
and KPK, for better efciency the project was
divided into two batches; batch 1 was
conducted from July till October 2019, batch 2
from November 2019 till March 2020. In this
time, a total of 1683 trainees were awarded
certicates and went on to establish their own
businesses. On the other hand, a fraction of
that was trained in Baluchistan and around 70
candidates completed the trainings
successfully.
As a rst step to identify and select candidates,
forms with a series of questions were distributed
in order to screen out the potential
candidates. These questions were based on
the complications and problems that were
faced by these trainees along with their
preferred courses.

Since the rise of a technological society, there
has been more demand for younger
employees. It cannot be denied that it is
equally important for both men and women to
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Following he matching of needs, ECI was quick
to provide aid to all those who needed it. All
candidates had the option to choose from the
4 courses available, out of which 'freelancing'
was made compulsory and during these
classes, every candidate was facilitated by
ECI's staff at the partner facilities in each
district.
During the project roll-out, the challenges
women face on daily basis unveiled. There was
a noted absence and late submission of
assignments by a few candidates, which was
mainly due to prior commitments which
include housework, taking care of children,
some women even had full time jobs or were
still undergoing their formal education. ECI
made sure that all such candidates would
complete their course and assignments. Other
than that, some had transportation problems,
they were also accommodated by provision of
conveyance or travel allowance. Daycare
centers were opened at partner facilities for
those mothers who had young ones to
facilitate them.

t h e m a s e n s e o f
empowerment to overcome
t h e
o p p r e s s i v e
circumstances.
This one-year project served as a stepping
stone on a path that needs to be paved for
women all over the country. In the future, there
is dire need for similar training programs to be
facilitated all over Pakistan. To empower the
young aspiring women, the idea can be
presented to public and private colleges to
include DigiSkills trainings as credit courses
where extra classes could be held on weekly
basis in colleges. For future batches, a larger
audience is suggested to be reached for a
wider impact. Through this one-year initiative,
ECI found diamonds in a coalmine and it took
a lot of sweat and blood to polish their
potentials. Nonetheless, ECI prides itself in
mentoring diamonds to that their shine will
blind everyone; sharpness will pierce through
the brains and strength will shock the entire
world.

Such great effort, resulted in impeccable
results. There is a plethora of success stories to
tell. Almost all candidates left with a smile and
a bundle of knowledge. Mahnoor Khalil, from
Karachi, said, “It is a good platform for women
who can't go outdoor for job. I enjoyed all of
the learning and again enrolled myself in
batch 5 for Graphic Designing and WordPress
course. I would like to thank DigiSkills, UNDP,
and ECI and team for providing me
knowledge about digital skills and motivating
me for online work.”
Rabia Naz, another candidate, used this
opportunity to its full advantage as she went
on to open her own bakery business, where she
now earns a sum of Rs.40, 000 per month. So
hard work really does result in sweetness (quite
literally in this case!). Another candidate had a
similar response, Saba Khanum's restaurant
saw a large increase in prot after undergoing
this course. Evidently, this allowed many young
women to explore and be creative; it gave
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